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Flanders, Belgium, is big in terms of food, first
of all because of its often very demanding local
consumer markets. In response to this demand,
specialized Flemish companies offer a wide
variety of foodstuffs: from da iry products,
chocolates, candy and cookies through meat and
meat products, fruit, cereal, rice, sauces, juices
and soups, to frozen food, pre -packed meals,
beers, bottled waters and health food products.
But Flanders also produces high -quality B-to-Bproducts such as flour, sugar, bakery
ingredients and much, much more. Here are the
participants from Flanders, Belgium.

Come and meet
the companies
from Belgium
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Activity

Company

Chocolates

Hamlet International

Baking mixes

Aveve Bloem

Chocolates

Klingele Chocolade N.V.

Baking mixes

Soezie

Chocolates

The Belgian Chocolate Group
Nv

Biscuits

Destrooper Olivier

Cocoa products

Chocolaterie Jacali

Biscuits, organic

Belkorn-Crv Corthouts

Confectionery

Artvendum

Breakfast cereals

Mulder Natural Foods N.V.

Confectionery

Wycam's Produkten N.V.

Cakes

Lilly's Cakes Nv

Extruded
marshmallows

Confiserie Van Damme

Candies

Trefin Candies & Chocolates

Food/ non-food supply

Colex

Chocolate & biscuits

Cocachoc Belgian Chocolates

Frozen ﬁsh & seafood.

Galana N.V. Sea Boy

Chocolate &
ingredients

Ravico Sa

Frozen food

Antarctic Foodies Bvba

Chocolate gifts

Grand Belgian Specialities

Frozen food

Barts Potato Company Bvba

Chocolate truffles

Chocolaterie Diane Nv

Frozen fruits

Berry-Mark

Chocolate, hollow

Belfine BVBA

Frozen herbs

Herbafrost N.V.

Chocolates

Delafaille NV

Frozen meals

Frigilunch N.V.

Chocolates

Choc-O-Lait

Frozen meals

Frima NV
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Frozen vegetables

Dejaeghere -Falnders Best

Pork

Duroc-Olive Flanders Best Nv

Fruit processing

Aldia N.V.

Pork & meat

Guina N.V.

Goat cheese

Gandaham Le Larry Nv

Potatoes

Pomuni Frozen

Honey

Bijenhof

Preserves &
delicatessen

Belberry Preserves Bvba

Ice cream

Vareco

Quality packaging

Amplitude

Meat products

Dobbels Meat N.V.

Sauces

Mustard & pickles
Packaged tea

Camp's Bvba (Google
Translate)
Food Branding Division
(Google Translate)

Spice cakes

Omegafirma (Google
Translate)
Vondelmolen Pain D'epices
(Google Translate)

Sugar-free products

Sweet Switch

Pancakes

Beauvoords Bakhuis N.V.

Sweet spreads

Boerinnke

Pastry & rolls

Biscuiterie Seghers Nv

Sweets

Confiserie Thijs N.V.

Patisserie & dessert

Beldessert/Galana

Tortillas & snacks

Snack Food Poco Loco N.V.
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ALDIA N.V.

Fruit
processing

AMPLITUDE

Quality
packaging

ANTARCTIC FOODIES BVBA

Frozen food

ARTVENDUM

Confectionery

ALDIA, part of the Zeelandia group, is the specialist in fruit processing and offers a wide range of
jams, glazes for decoration, fruit preserves and fruit fillings for pastry & catering. Aldia is also strong
in tailor-made developments for the food industry. Founded in Belgium in the year 1927, Aldia
commercializes with success its high-end products in more than 60 countries world-wide.

Amplitude Tin & Leather is your partner in bringing added value to your brand and your products by
creating custom-made quality packaging in tin and leather. Our years of experience and skills help
you to identify, to design, to produce and to deliver the right solution in packaging. Our products
range from small boxes and cases to full size trunks and closets and can be created in your image
from a low volume. We are active in the sector of food and beverages, fashion and cosmetics,
pharma and tourism. Surprise your customer with our captivating packaging, support your sales
team with an appealing presentation tool and strengthen your brand with our premium packaging.

Antarctic foodies is specialist in frozen foods from premium and highest quality: Belgian fine food
specialties as the grey North Sea shrimp croquette and cheese croquette, Regional food specialties,
Frozen vegetables as ingredients for food artisans & food industries

ARTVENDUM is an international sales agency representing Belgian confectionery industries. Brands
and private label business. Our range stands for quality and real tradition. The products are suitable
for different markets. We offer an exclusive variety of pralines, seasonal chocolates, truffles,
chocolate bars and candy. Our products are made in the traditional way and sold in innovative
packaging. Products suitable for retail, delicatessen, hamper business, gifting,…
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AVEVE BLOEM

Baking mixes

SOEZIE

BARTS POTATO COMPANY

Frozen food
Producer of Frozen potato products. We offer a complete range of frozen Straight cut fries in
different sizes and packaging. All our products are offered in Branded or private label. Products
:Straight cut frozen fries 10/10mm , Straight cut frozen fries 12/12mm, Straight cut frozen fries
14/14mm, Straight cut frozen fries 7/7mm, Straight cut frozen fries Steakhouse 10/20mm

BVBA

BEAUVOORDS BAKHUIS N.V.

AVEVE flour is active in production and distribution of baking mixes for more than 100 years and
market leader in Belgium via its 250 shops. Through the brand Soezie, AVEVE distributes flour, bread
and pastry mixes to 1500 points of sales abroad. We offer a complete portfolio home baking mixes
for bread with only natural ingredients so every consumer can bake a top quality bread at home. We
also have a big range of mixes like waffles, cake, pancakes, cupcakes, sponge cake or speculoos. All
packed in unique dust-free sealed flow-pack. Le Bon Grain, a division of AVEVE flour, offers your
private label brand a wide choice of baking mixes tailor-made to your local markets. For the food
service market we deliver in 10 kg bags.

Belgian
pancakes
Have you ever tasted our artisan Belgian pancakes and waffles? If you have, you know the taste of a
carefully preserved family tradition combined with choosing the best ingredients, such as real butter,
full cream milk and free-range eggs. Our suppliers are local, and authentic products are truly tasty.
At Beauvoords Bakhuis the third generation pancake cooks continue to respect the Grandmother's
recipe that started the family tradition in a bakery in Beauvoorde so many years ago. Today,
Beauvoords Bakhuis has a range of different pancakes including sweet or non-sweetened, those
made with beer, organic ones and the mini. And of course, our exceptionally tasty waffles.
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BELBERRY PRESERVES BVBA

preserves &
delicatessen

The original recipes of the traditionally made preserves & fruit delicatessen of Belberry, have been
crafted more than a century ago. Since then they have been preserved carefully as valuable
treasures. The secret of jams, brimful of taste? Fruits worldwide selected for the sake of the
exceptional taste, not too much sugar, no colors or preservatives, a slow production process in an
open red copper kettle... and the loving hand of our ‘master jam-maker’. The different varieties from the big classics to the more dared combinations – will bring you each time in ecstasy during
your daily breakfast.

BELDESSERT/GALANA

Patisserie &
dessert

Beldessert is the bakery division of company Galana and responds to the need for premium thaw
and serve patisserie. Only the best natural ingredients are used: tartlets with real butter, melting
lava cakes with real Belgian chocolate, airy muffins filled with pure nut pastes, fruit jams and purees,
decorated with selected toppings … everything adds up to high quality patisserie. Moreover,
Beldessert products contain no artificial coloring or flavoring agents nor preservatives. Recipes,
fillings and toppings can be mixed and matched according to the needs of the customer: large and
small retailers, catering companies, airlines, tea-rooms, food on the go, cruise liners, wholesalers
and distributors in Europe and worldwide.

BELFINE BVBA

Hollow
chocolate

Beautiful decorated hollow figures, lollipops and relief figures for every special occasion.
Only premium quality Belgian chocolate
made with the finest ingredients and a strict selection of Madagascar cocoa beans is used to create
these delicacies.
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BELKORN-CRV CORTHOUTS

Organic
biscuits

BERRY-MARK

Frozen fruits

Producer of organic kids‘ and babies‘ biscuits & biscuits without added sugar; BISkids, the first
organic kids’ and babies’ biscuits in Europe since the ‘80s; Activa, 0% added sugar biscuits using
ingredients which all have a natural origin since the ‘90s; Producer Private Label; Our main attitude
is taking the best from nature. With passion, since 1965. We say NO to any preservatives, artificial
flavoring and coloring. Belkorn also exclusively uses plant-based margarine without palm oil. That is
our contribution in reducing global deforestation and securing our planet. Our biscuits only consist
of unrefined ingredients, which are rich in fibers and minerals, and have retained all the important
nutritional elements.

Berrymark nv/sa in Belgium is supplying IQF frozen fruits and frozen fruit purees to the world wide
food industry. Thanks to a global network of partners, we can offer the whole range of IQF frozen
fruits in different kinds of packaging. From our central warehouse in Belgium, we can provide the
logistic service for 1 pallet till full load deliveries. Products: IQF fruits conventional & organic, frozen
fruit puree. Food industry market segments: fruit preparations, jam manufacturers, industrial
bakeries, freeze dry, canning, fruit puree producers, re-packers/importers

BIJENHOF

Honey
Bijenhof has grown from a small family company into a major business for all things related to honey,
bees and beekeeping. Bijenhof imports and exports honey products. The company is FSCC22000certified. All processes are closely monitored to ensure total food safety. We can also supply organic,
kosher and halal labels. All of the honey received by Bijenhof undergoes tough quality checks. After
processing, the products are packed into every conceivable type of container on a high-tech filling
line. Honey is produced for Bijenhof’s own dealer network and outside demand. Bijenhof is currently
focusing on private label honey.
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BISCUITERIE SEGHERS NV

Pastry & rolls

Producer of Swiss Rolls, Coconut Products, Pastry Products, Battenbergs, Miniroll.

BOERINNKE

Sweet spreads

Boerinneke-Marino is a Belgian manufacturer of chocolate spreads like hazelnut spread, dark
chocolate spread, almond spread and speculoos spread. For dietary purposes we can offer dark
chocolate spread without added sugar, stevia-sweetened hazelnut spread and chocolate spread
without gluten and lactose. Most of our recipes are also available in Organic and Fair Trade. For 60
years we’ve provided a wide variety of products to companies around the world. We have the
capability to produce products from our large assortment of recipes available for immediate
production. As a company we are very flexible to work with our customer’s needs and ideas.

CAMP'S BVBA (Google

Mustard &
pickles

Camp's continues to work on the constant renewal of both the company and the product range.

Belgian
chocolate

Choc-o-lait, is a handmade cube of Belgian chocolate on a wooden stick. One-minute stirring in a
cup of hot milk and you’ve got a warm and inviting cup of authentic Belgian hot chocolate. Born in
the historic city of Bruges in 2005, meanwhile expanded into a worldwide brand with 4 outstanding
product ranges: Choc-o-lait original (premium), Choc-o-lait Limited Edition (50gr), Choc-o-lait Spoon
(food service) and Mammatus Marshmallows. Mammatus, is the newest creation. 100% natural,
artisanal marshmallows with a soft and subtle flavor. Each Mammatus Marshmallow is handmade—
ensuring that the light, sweet syrup in each stays creamy, and melts on your tongue. To top it off
they come in eight exciting varieties.

Translate)

CHOC-O-LAIT
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Camp's exudes warmth and coziness in particular, partly based on its products and recipes, but also
on the way camp's as a company is in society: The relationship and open communication between
Camp and its customers, suppliers and other stakeholders is central.
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CHOCOLATERIE DIANE NV

Chocolate
truffles

“The mystery of Gary’s chocolate truffles.” “Gary never misses an opportunity to enjoy life in style.
“After more than 20 years of experience in the typical Belgian chocolate truffle business, ‘Gary’
decided to launch his own brand and create personal novelties under ‘Gary’s Choice’. Based on the
Master’s Selection principle, he uses only the best quality ingredients the chocolate market has to
offer. These chocolate delights present you with the unique flavor typical for the famous Belgian
chocolate truffle based on Gary’s grandmother’s authentic recipe. “Living in style is living like Gary.”

CHOCOLATERIE JACALI

Cocoa
products

Natra is a leading food company in the manufacturing and commercialization of products derived
from cocoa and chocolate, from the raw material to the finished product. Natra is present in almost
every country inside the EU and has a strong growing presence in Asia, Africa, North & South America
and Oceania. Our products are present in 27 of the 30 top retailers worldwide, both under Private
Label Brand and Fancy Brand and we are specialized producing chocolate count lines, chocolate
tablets, Belgian Specialties (chocolates, seasonal…) and spreads.

COCACHOC BELGIAN

Chocolate &
biscuits

COCACHOC is the specialist in the field of the production of individually packed chocolate products
and biscuits. In our assortment we carry a wide range of chocolate products such as neapolitains and
tablets, which we sell in souvenir shops, duty free areas and on the retail market. For the food
service, we offer our expertise of our products under the customer’s own private label. In short, we
produce bars, tablets, neapolitains, small chocolates and filled chocolates. Almost each item is
available as individually packed product. Furthermore, we offer hollow seasonal chocolate figures
which are available for private label projects. We are specialized in production of products for food
service and retail.

Food/ nonfood supply

Colex is specialized in the supply of food and non-food products anywhere in the world. A very wide
range of quality products at the lowest prices. We offer a complete service from the supplier to the
port of destination.

CHOCOLATES

COLEX
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CONFISERIE THIJS N.V.

Sweet

A truly sweet partner. Producers of sweets for over 85 years. Specialties: three-colored jellies, sugar
lollipops and nougat lollipops, flavored with salmiak, caramel, coffee etc. Delightful products and
flexible, personal service - the distinctive hallmarks of CONFISERIE THIJS.

CONFISERIE VAN DAMME

Extruded
marshmallows

Confiserie Van Damme is Europe’s largest manufacturer of extruded marshmallows. The vast
majority of our production (± 95 %) is destined for export to over 30 countries. We are specialized
in private label, supplying a significant number of major retail organizations throughout the world.
Next to our standard mallows, we offer a wide range of seasonal products for Valentine’s Day, Easter,
Halloween and Christmas, as well as BBQ mallows for your summer parties. We also offer halal
products. In July 2016, VD Investment, the holding company of Confiserie Van Damme, acquired
Marshmallows International, a leading manufacturer of marshmallows based in Spain.

DEJAEGHERE -FALNDERS BEST

Frozen
vegetables

FLANDERS BEST NV is a Belgian production-company of frozen vegetables, run by the family
Dejaeghere. We grow all our products ourselves by means of contracts we make with the local
farmers. We have our own quality-control people and this, combined with the latest production and
packing machinery enables us to assure a constant good quality level of our products. The factory is
IFS grade A+ and IFS higher level certified. Our annual production capacity is +/- 100.000 tons, which
we export worldwide. Our main products are beans, spinach, peas, cauliflower and carrots but we
are capable of delivering the whole range, including sweet corn, broccoli, peppers and a whole lot
of different mixes.

DELAFAILLE NV

Chocolate

We would like to introduce you in our way of handling the world most famous chocolate. Our range
is produced with great care for quality and with real craftsmanship. Delafaille has a history of more
than 10 years and we continuously work on innovating new products to fulfill the needs of our
customers. Therefore we launched a new brand: BELVAUX, with its Amusette’s we immediately
launched a product, desired by chocolate lovers.
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DESTROOPER OLIVIER

Biscuits

The “art of Baking Biscuits”, that’s what Belgian Butters is all about. Our traditional, 2nd generation
family company, is renowned for its wide sophisticated range of finest pure butter biscuits. All our
delicacies are made with utmost care, using natural ingredients such as real butter, cream, almonds
and real “Belgian Chocolate”. We are very proud of our high quality premium biscuits which are
produced based on the secrets of grandmothers’ recipes. We are also your specialized partner to
develop your Private Label. Many retailers around the globe have already found their way to us.
Curious? Come and discover our craftsmanship… Enjoy !

DOBBELS MEAT N.V.

Meat products

Producer of fine meat products: Cooked and smoked ham, bacons and bellies. Cooked and smoked
sausages, cooked and smoked premium charcuterie products

DUROC-OLIVE FLANDERS

Pork

In Duroc d’Olives you are choosing a tender and juicy variety of pork. Duroc d’Olives pork owes its
unique flavor to the choice of breed and the composition of the pig feed. CHOICE OF DUROC
BREED: Duroc breed has attracted praise worldwide for its tenderness and juiciness, thanks to the
presence of intramuscular fat. OLIVE OIL: The use of olive oil in the Duroc d’Olives pig feed not only
gives the pork its specific flavor, research conducted in collaboration with the University of Ghent
has also shown that the unsaturated fatty acid content of the meat increases as a result. Duroc
d’Olives enables consumers to once again enjoy an authentic piece of pork.

Packaged tea

Food Branding Division’s packaged tea in pyramid and rectangular nylon teabags. Our technique
makes it possible to weigh large quantities of tea and to package it.

Frozen meals

Frigilunch, established in 1970, is a leading manufacturer of frozen ready meals, meal components,
soups and sauces. These are tailored to the individual customer’s requirements. Frigilunch runs an
extensive program of Private Label solutions for retail, home service and food service markets.
Frigilunch operates a custom-built, high-capacity processing and packaging facility in Veurne,
Belgium, allowing both large and small-scale production runs, ranging from 1000 to 60000 meals per

BEST NV

FOOD BRANDING DIVISION
(Google Translate)

FRIGILUNCH N.V.
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production run. All the different meal components are prepared by our qualified chefs. Next to this,
food safety is guaranteed by our own in-house laboratory.

FRIMA NV

Frozen meals

FRIMA has been developing frozen meals and snacks for foodservice providers and retailers for over
65 years. Using its Cuisine & Bakery heritage in combination with modern R&D techniques, FRIMA
overcomes all challenges in order to satisfy its customers. This year we are very proud to present
you our major innovations: Corolle de la mer, Mini Stuffed Bagel Ball and Toasted Galette.

SEA BOY

Frozen ﬁsh &
seafood.

Galana is a worldwide importer of frozen ﬁsh and seafood. Offering a broad assortment of over 300
references under our brand names SEABOY and DELIBOY and with our own cold store with a capacity
of more than 5000 pallets, we can meet the needs of our customers in Europe and beyond, i.e.
wholesalers in ﬁsh & food products, supermarkets, producers of convenience food, etc. Moreover,
we have been manufacturers of premium ice cream and sorbets for many years under the brand
name PAGOTINI. A new brand, BELDESSERT, was launched for the production of home-made style
pastry. As a family company and offering a broad range of products, good service, ﬂexibility and highstandard quality, we are able to make a difference.

GANDAHAM LE LARRY NV

Goat cheese

Le Larry is a goat cheese dairy which stands for a new style enjoying goats’ cheese. Le Larry offers
healthy solutions with fresh goat cheese to present on a cheese platter, to combine in a dish or ready
to be served as aperitif bites. Both Ganda Ham and Le Larry deliver to international food safety
standards and are organic certified. We supply quality retail chains and distribution channels. „
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GRAND BELGIAN SPECIALITIES

Chocolate gifts

Grand Belgian Specialties, the specialist in tailor made Belgian Chocolate Gifts. Our company is proud
to give you the highest level of quality chocolates combined with specific packaging to fit your exact
in store needs. We give you full flexibility to choose product, packaging and presentations and will
adapt the finished product to fit into the retail price category of your need. All of our chocolates,
truffles, seashells and seasonal items are manufactured with NAFNAC (No Artificial Flavors or Colors)
recipes and some of them are Halal certified where applicable.

GUINA N.V.

Pork & meat

Guina is a Belgian company specialized in production and packaging (slicing) of (cooked) hams,
streaky bacon (as well crispy bacon), salami, meat loaf, cooked sausages, various sausage products,
organic products, vegetarian products etc. for the deli counter, the self-service counter, catering and
as a food component for convenience food. Certificates: BRC, IFS, organic products.

HAMLET INTERNATIONAL

Chocolate

HAMLET presents a complete range of chocolates to his customers. We offer unique products and
sales concepts, guarantee quality, punctual deliveries, competitive prices,… Discover our Belgian
assorted chocolates, hollow chocolate figurines, chocolate chips “36 chocola’s” and “24 chocola’s”,
chocolate truffles, sea shells,…

HERBAFROST N.V.

Frozen herbs

Herbafrost is an innovative Belgian company, specialized in processing free flowing frozen culinary
herbs. We offer a wide range of aromatic herbs, conventionally as well as organically grown,
produced in our sites in Hulshout and Diksmuide-Vladslo. Every season we produce around 7500
tons of fresh herbs, our major products being parsley, basil, chives and dill. Thanks to the IQF method
and the processing of the crop immediately after harvesting, our herbs retain all their natural flavor
and color. Herbafrost is certified by IFS, and also by Tüv Nord Integra, a Belgian control body for
organic agriculture.
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KLINGELE CHOCOLADE N.V.

Chocolate

Klingele Chocolade is the perfect partner for your no sugar added and organic Fairtrade chocolate.
We have 20 years of experience and are happy to support any chocolate project you have with our
wide range of production possibilities and knowledge. We take the greatest care in selecting the
finest ingredients and blend them with the purest cocoa to make high-quality Belgian chocolates.
The products are available under our own branded products (Balance and Green Dream) and private
label. We are BRC and organic certificated. Want to learn more about our company? Don’t hesitate
to visit our booth!

LILLY'S CAKES NV

Cakes

Cake, made in Belgium, Customized for the retail. THE specialist baker of frangipane cakes, filled
sponge cakes, paper cup cakes and soft / toast waffles. The company offers private label for
discounts, supermarkets, cash & carry outlets, wholesalers and vending. Production and packaging
are adapted to meet the needs for specific brand identities and the wishes of its clients. BRC & IFS
higher level certified.

MULDER NATURAL FOODS
N.V.

Breakfast
cereals

Mulder Natural Foods is a leading private label manufacturer of conventional & organic breakfast
cereals. We have a complete range of granola/crunchy, muesli, porridge, corn flakes, multi flakes
and kid’s cereals such as pillows with different fillings, honey/choco balls, rice crisps, honey rings
and choco shells, and also a range of gluten free products. Following the latest trends, we also pack
in innovative daypacks and cups for on the go. For smaller volumes, we have our own Tilo’s range,
available from stock.

OMEGAFIRMA (Google

Sauces

Delisauce produces fresh sauces from premium ingredients :Fresh béarnaise, Fresh mayonnaise,
Fresh mushroom cream sauce, Fresh pepper sauce cream, Fresh mustard cream sauce, For retail,
For foodservice, For private label, Tailor made ….

Potatoes

Pomuni is a potato supplier that, under private labels, provides retailers, wholesalers and food
services with fresh and frozen potato products of the highest quality.

Translate)

POMUNI FROZEN
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RAVICO SA

Chocolate &
ingredients

Belgian Chocolate (couverture, decoration, different sized cups, cocoa powder, fantasy choco tubes,
chocolate toppings, inclusions, ...)
Sugars (Ingredients, pearl sugar, candy syrup, decoration sugar, icing sugars, rock candies, ...)
Pastries with vegetable fat or butter (small sized bouchee, pastries to fill, wafer baskets, different
sized tartlets, buns, baba, ...)
Fruit toppings for ice-cream, cake decorations, sweet & sour gourmet, plate decorations, ....
Bakery mixes
Sugar replacement: we produce our own sugar replacement (ellphi) for use in the bakery.

SNACK FOOD POCO LOCO

Tortillas &
snacks

Poco Loco has over 20 years of experience in producing flour tortillas, tortilla chips, snacks, salsa and
dinner kits. Driven by a deep love for flavor, we continuously explore new tastes from all over the
world. Flexibility without complexity is our key feature. We attach great value to controlled
traceability, highest hygienic standards and the use of the latest technology. All this, makes us truly
unique. We offer a range of snacking products under the Poco Loco brand, but we will also be more
than happy to share our experience and develop our private label ideas.

SWEET SWITCH

Sugar-free
products

SWEET-SWITCH® is planet earth’s #1 company for Stevia sweetened, no added sugar products! A
unique and delicious range with an answer for each moment of consumption in following categories:
confectionary, breakfast spreads, snacking and chocolate! SWEET-SWITCH® offers: hazelnut spread,
fruit spreads with 70% fruit, chocolate tablets, … But also cookies with Belgian chocolate chips,
chocolate truffles, candy and cereal bars. The delicious taste of our healthy products, our award
winning packaging and high service-level will confirm your choice for SWEET-SWITCH®.

THE BELGIAN CHOCOLATE

Chocolates

THE BELGIAN CHOCOLATE GROUP is a manufacturer of premium chocolates. Our wide range of
products, known under our brand “The Belgian”, includes Seashells, Truffles, Pralines, Bars and
more.

N.V.

GROUP NV
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TREFIN CANDIES &

Candies

TREFIN, °1929, is a Belgian manufacturer of hard boiled & filled candies, toffees and chocolates.
Under the TREFIN brand or private label. Our production is BRC-IFS-ACS certified, contains no
colorings, no GMO’s, no alcohol, no gelatin and we only use 100% cocoa butter chocolate. Exports
to +50 countries, worldwide.

Ice cream

Adriaantje’ started as a cake stall (since 1836) a tradition at many fairs in Flanders. In 1977 it came
to an end, but the tradition continued by opening a tea/ice room in Schilde (near Antwerp).

CHOCOLATES

VARECO

As a result, the production of ice cream was more important and in 1982 ‘Adriaantje Ice” was
founded. The aim was primarily to deliver to the hospitality sector. Since then it has evolved with a
full range offering. This range is being marketed through various channels: trade, wholesalers,
service companies and home delivery.

VONDELMOLEN PAIN

Spice cakes

VONDELMOLEN is one of the top five players in Spice Cake / Soft Gingerbread in Europe. It is a
versatile product with multiple characteristics: it is tasty, nutritious, natural and easy to use. In
addition, it’s manufactured by VONDELMOLEN with a minimal environmental footprint.
VONDELMOLEN offers you the option of standard or customized recipes with corresponding sizes
and packaging. A selection from our range of possibilities: recipes with or without honey, a multitude
of fruit, Belgian chocolate, pearl sugar... And this both Non-organic and Organic.

confectionery

For more than 70 years WYCAM’S produces delicious confectionery according to old recipes, packed
in metal cans with a traditional appearance. Besides the well-known Cough drops, Mint drops and
Fruit drops there are now also Butter drops & Coffee drops, all natural, without any artificial flavors
and colorants. WYCAM’S: a family business with passion for sweets.

D'EPICES (Google Translate)

WYCAM'S PRODUKTEN N.V.
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Economic & Commercial Representation of Flanders
E MBASSY O F B ELGIUM
12, Abba Hillel St.
5250606 Ramat Gan
Israel
T: +972 3 613 8144
E: telaviv@fitagency.com
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